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The Baijiu that he saw yesterday was very strong. He had a heart that died of wine,
and he really couldn't drink it. In the face of the leader's persuading Zhang Fan to drink,
several ethnic girls were the opponent of the dealer Zhang Fan. They swung their
clever tongue. Finally, the little girl persuading Zhang Fan drank Zhang Fan's bowl of
wine. She was not persuaded by Zhang Fan, but annoyed.

Zhang Fan's mouth was broken. Tang Monk kept talking. The forthright girl drank it
as soon as she was angry, and then walked to the next one with contempt.

Of course, his disdainful eyes can't affect Zhang Fan's appetite and keep eating. The
prairie people can sing and dance just by pulling out one. The Mongolian girl not only
sang and sang happily, but also led the guests to dance. Zhang Fan was eating while
others were listening to songs, and Zhang Fan was still eating when dancing.

Those little girls looked at Zhang Fan's bucket like appearance and despised him even
more. No one asked him to dance. It happened that Zhang Fan was also happy.

It's normal for young people to eat, but Zhang Fan has eaten a leg of sheep and a tail of
sheep. I still ate a lot of chicken and beef. Anyway, I ate a lot of each dish. When the
system is added, it has strengthened Zhang Fan's body, and the strengthening is not
against the sky.

With the increase of body consumption, the intake becomes larger and the digestion
accelerates. If you don't consume, the intake becomes less. This is also because
doctors are too tired, and future scientists should be protected by a program.

When Zhang Fan is full and puts down his chopsticks. The third round of silver bowl
toast has begun. However, Juma Buick is drunk, and his friends can't hold him. He has
to have a drink with the little girl who was cheated by others. It is estimated that his
friends will clean him up after he wakes up.

While Zhang Fan was drinking tea and watching the performance, he found that Dean
Batu was also watching everyone.

Zhang Fan thought about it, picked up the tea cup and walked over. Before there was
no cow, he must respect the cow in front of him. This is the summary of Zhang Fan's
hawker career in recent years. When he came to the president, Zhang Fan sat down
cross legged. There is a rule in frontier province that standing and drinking doesn't



count, so generally drinking and toasting are sitting, which is very humanized. " Dean,
I apologize for taking tea instead of wine. You picked us up yesterday, but I was
ashamed“ Whether it's fake or not, but there must be an attitude,

”Ha ha, Zhang Fan, men are not ashamed when they are drunk, but they are ashamed
when they can't drink. In the future, we should strengthen exercise. Among the several
college students who come, you are 211, and you should take the lead. Do you think so?
Let you go today and I'll have a cup of tea with you. I take good care of you. "I patted
Zhang Fan on the shoulder and touched a cup of tea with Zhang Fan. The
corresponding Zhang Fan also said that he would move towards the future under the
leadership of the president!

Many people toasted the dean. After Zhang Fan said a few words and drank a few cups
of tea with the other party, he quickly gave his place to the people waiting for the toast.
Batu's words blew past like the wind, and didn't enter Zhang Fan's heart at all, just
didn't go astray.

On the weekend, I drank a lot on the first day. The next day I didn't have the spirit to
play. I went to the grassland hot spring for a long time and went home. On Monday,
Zhang Fan and his college students' section directors came to the dean's office again.

It's about to divide the departments today. The division of the small hospital is a matter
of the president's word. Batu combined with the students' intention, integrated
everyone's physique, and made a decision in the past two days. Wang Sha, Li Hui's
girlfriend, wanted to go to obstetrics and Gynecology, but her bean sprout body was
absolutely unbearable. So Batu assigned Wang Sha to pediatrics. For example,
jumabek and Kazakh people are easy to communicate with local ethnic minorities and
have a cheerful personality, so they go to the emergency department. Li Hui went to
internal medicine, and Zhang Fan was assigned to the second Department of surgery.

The second Department of surgery is orthopedics and brain surgery. Director Nur, 53,
Deputy High School of orthopedics, returned to the Department with Zhang Fan.

Zhang Fan was introduced to everyone at the morning meeting. Shi Lei, the deputy
director, is in his 40s. Tuxun's deputy high is a little older than Shi Lei. Chen Qifa, a
resident of orthopedics, is in his 40s and has no practice certificate. Gu Li, the head
nurse, is in her 40s. She is very beautiful, but she is a little fat. If Uygur women don't
get fat after marriage, it means that their husband has no ability, Life is not good, so
most Uyghur women will get fat after marriage.

Although the hospital took Zhang Fan and them out to play these two days, Zhang Fan
didn't fall behind in systematic study. He ate well these days, had enough energy,



learned the basics of surgery, and brushed half of the trauma orthopedics.

Zhang Fan also has his own considerations. The orthopaedics department of
county-level hospitals is mostly trauma, and there should be few joint replacement.
Even if there is one, Zhang Fan will not get started, so Zhang Fan will brush the
orthopaedics department of trauma first.

Although I have learned in the system, there are requirements for other people's
system. Each corresponding subject must have a certain number of applications in real
life in order to enter a higher level. At present, many can be seen. For example, 300
cases of a trauma suture need to be returned to the tendon suture, and the
neurovascular suture is the next step. People also look for step-by-step.

After a week of familiarity, Zhang Fan, who couldn't help himself, began to run to the
emergency department frequently. A week later, Zhang Fan hasn't had an operation in
his department, and one or two patients are birds. They either fight or stay in hospital
and have to pay compensation. There is no serious patient.

Without surgery, there is no practical application, and you can't enter a higher level of
contact. God knows whether the system will suddenly disappear one day. In order to
live a happy life in the future, Zhang Fan seizes all opportunities to practice, which is a
little shameless.

He not only went to the emergency department, but also went to a popular science
surgery outside the family to perform mixed surgery. There were more gallbladder and
appendix in the other department. If there were no male doctors in the gynecology and
obstetrics department of the county hospital, he would have wanted to go to the
gynecology department to sew his stomach for cesarean section.

Nur, the director of the second foreign surgery department, is from Kazakhstan.
Because he is about to retire, he goes to drink at a morning meeting every morning. He
doesn't care about things. He wobbles every day. He is outside the head of deputy
director Shi Lei. It's hard to say that he is an orthopedic person. Besides, Zhang Fan is
not a fugitive. While Chen Qifa watched Zhang Fan jump up and down, he could only
mutter to himself. Who made him have no license.

In this way, as long as Corey was fine, he went to other departments to find work and
scrambled to do it.

"Teacher, you have a rest. I'll do this little job." this is in the emergency department

"Director, please help me see how my suture is, whether it is flat and whether the skin
is neat." this is on the operating table of the appendix in the second Department of
surgery.



He is sweet and diligent. The directors of the emergency department and the first
Department of foreign studies like Zhang Fan. Guo Qiliang, who is assigned to the
first Department of foreign studies, is very angry, but he can't compete with Zhang
Fan's grandson. You say that sewing your TND is faster and more beautiful than the
director. You really say to let the director guide you. Are you a playwright or come
and smash the field. Zhang fan can't ignore Guo Qiliang's sad eyes. There's no way. He
has to get enough practical application as soon as possible. I can only say, "I'm sorry."
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